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PROJECT BACKGROUND
The 4th Ave Plaza Pilot Project was an initiative of the 
City of Kamloops and the Kamloops Central Business 
Improvement Association (KCBIA) that ran from July 26 to 
August 12, 2018.

The pilot project was initiated to trial a design concept 
that was generated during a multi‑day design charrette 
workshop, which drew from public and stakeholder input 
received through the Downtown Plan planning process. 
The purpose of the pilot was to introduce the concept to 
the community, gather feedback, guage how the space 
functioned, and use this information to develop a potential 
permanent plaza within the near future.

The project created a pedestrianized environment with 
lighting, seating areas, planters, street trees, street games, 
and live performers, with the intention of providing a 
central community gathering space where residents and 
visitors could recreate, socialize, and relax.

The project involved closing 4th Avenue to vehicle traffic 
from the alley between Victoria Street and Lansdowne 
Street to the alley between Victoria Street and Seymour 
Street, with Victoria Street remaining open to east‑west 
vehicle traffic. 

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
A survey on the City’s website asked four questions to 
gather community feedback on the pilot project. The 
following provides a summary of the responses to each 
question.

Q1: Did you visit the 4th Ave Plaza during the pilot 
project?
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Q2: What did you enjoy most about the plaza?

The most frequent responses included the following:

Seating: The most commonly cited feature that people 
enjoyed about the plaza was having somewhere 
convenient, central, and comfortable to sit without 
having to walk to more distant places, such as Riverside 
Park and Gaglardi Square.

Entertainment: Entertainment, including live music 
performances, buskers, and the various art and dance 
classes and workshops that regularly took place during 
the pilot project were widely enjoyed by the community.

Relaxing: Providing a space to rest, relax, and “hang 
out” was seen as a valuable feature of the plaza. Many 
respondents enjoyed the “relaxed atmosphere” and how 
the plaza provided an “oasis” from the noise and traffic of 
Downtown.

Games: The street games, including an oversized 
checkers set and Connect Four game, were another 
frequently cited source of enjoyment for those that 
visited the plaza. They were also seen as a major 
contributor to the child‑ and family‑friendliness of the 
plaza.

Eating & Drinking: Having an outdoor space to eat 
lunch and drink coffee was seen as a valuable addition to 
the Downtown and was a favourite pastime for a number 
of visitors to the plaza.

Gathering Space: Many respondents appreciated how 
the plaza provided a large open space in the Downtown 
that provided more room for pedestrians and could serve 
as a much‑needed central community gathering space.

Walkability: Having a walkable, pedestrian‑friendly area 
that was free of cars was seen as a beneficial addition 
to the Downtown, which has few similar spaces in the 
Central Business District.

People: The public greatly enjoyed how the plaza 
contributed to their ability to meet friends, socialize, 
and even interact with strangers. People‑watching was 
a favourite activity of many respondents and several 
visitors commented on how having a concentration of 
people in the area made it feel like a safe space to spend 
time in.  

Sense of Community: Many respondents described 
how the plaza helped to establish a sense of community, 
which was reinforced by the inclusive and welcoming 
features and activities in the plaza, such as the 
family‑friendly games, pet‑friendly dog bowls, and 
community‑driven classes and workshops that took 
place.

Greenery: Greenery in the form of trees, shrubs, and 
flowers was a welcome addition to the Downtown that 
respondents felt made 4th Avenue more attractive, 
inviting, and comfortable, as it provided shade and 
helped to soften the surrounding concrete and asphalt 
surfaces. 
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While a majority of the respondents supported the pilot 
project, the following concerns were also highlighted:

Blocks Traffic: The number one concern, cited by 5% of 
respondents, was how the plaza prevented traffic from 
flowing between Lansdowne and Seymour Streets along 
4th Avenue.

Reduces Parking: The removal of 10 on‑street parking 
stalls was another concern provided by respondents, 
who felt it was difficult to find parking in the Downtown, 
especially in front of their destination.

Cost: Some respondents felt their tax dollars would be 
better spent on other initiatives.

Location: A small portion of respondents who supported 
the concept of a Downtown plaza felt another location, 
such as Victoria Street, would be more suitable.

Q3: Would you like the plaza to eventually become 
permanent?

Q4: What other elements would you like to see 
included?

The most frequent responses included the following:

Eating & Drinking: Food trucks were the most 
commonly requested feature for a future plaza space. 
Allowing for food “vendors”, incorporating more 

food‑related events, and extending adjacent restaurant 
patios were also seen as desireable additions. Similarly, 
having licensed drinking areas and events, such as 
extended patios and beer gardens, were also commonly 
cited.

Greenery: Respondents enjoyed the plants and flowers 
provided during the pilot project and wanted to ensure 
they would be included in any future space. Taller trees 
with a larger canopy to provide for more shade and areas 
with grass were additional desired elements.

Entertainment: The public enjoyed the entertainment 
provided during the pilot project and wanted to see this 
aspect continued, particularly in regards to music. More 
live music, a small stage, and speakers for playing music 
were all suggested for a future plaza space.

Weather Protection: Means to mitigate the summer 
heat were commonly suggested, such as providing 
more shade from trees, umbrellas, and awnings, as well 
as providing water features, drinking fountains, and a 
misting system.

Beautification: Respondents felt more public art would 
be a welcome contribution to a plaza space, including 
murals, sculptures, and art demonstrations. Additional 
features suggested include the use of pavers to replace 
concrete sidewalks and the asphalt road surface, as 
well as additional nighttime lighting features, such as 
overhead lighting.
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Games: The oversized street games were popular 
features during the pilot project and respondents wanted 
to see these included in any future version of the plaza.

Larger Area: Some respondents wanted to see a larger 
plaza space, such as by extending the pilot project area 
to Seymour Street, using the parking lot between the 
TNRD building and the Plaza Hotel, or incorporating 
portions of Victoria Street.

Winter‑friendly: There were a number of suggestions 
for making the plaza an inviting space in the winter, 
including adding an outdoor skating rink, erecting 
an annual Christmas tree, decorating the plaza with 
Christmas lights, providing fire pits and/or heaters, 
encouraging hot drink vendors, and hosting carolers and 
other winter events.

Retail Presence: Respondents felt that having a 
greater retail presence would add to the vibrancy of 
the plaza, including having small retail vendors, hosting 
the Wednesday Farmers’ Market, and encouraging 
surrounding businesses to host outdoor events.

Inclusive: Respondents wanted to ensure that any future 
plaza space is inviting to residents and tourists alike, 
and continues to be a family‑friendly, pet‑friendly, and 
accessible space for all.

MORE INFORMATION
For more information on the 4th Ave Plaza and other 
Downtown Plan initiatives, and to view the verbatim survey 
comments contained in Appendix A of this summary, visit 
www.kamloops.ca/downtownplan.

http://www.kamloops.ca/downtownplan

